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SUMMARY

Little is known about how mammalian cells maintain
cell size homeostasis. We conducted a novel genetic
screen to identify cell-size-controlling genes and isolated Largen, the product of a gene (PRR16) that
increased cell size upon overexpression in human
cells. In vitro evidence indicated that Largen preferentially stimulates the translation of specific subsets of mRNAs, including those encoding proteins
affecting mitochondrial functions. The involvement
of Largen in mitochondrial respiration was consistent with the increased mitochondrial mass and
greater ATP production in Largen-overexpressing
cells. Furthermore, Largen overexpression led to
increased cell size in vivo, as revealed by analyses
of conditional Largen transgenic mice. Our results
establish Largen as an important link between
mRNA translation, mitochondrial functions, and the
control of mammalian cell size.
INTRODUCTION
The human body consists of 60 billion cells of various shapes
and sizes. While differentiated cells tend to have a confined
range of size distribution (Altman and Katz, 1976), they can be
larger in metabolically active organs (Schmidt and Schibler,
1995), at certain stages of cell maturation or differentiation (Cancro, 2004), during wound healing (Kim et al., 2006), or as a result
of asymmetric cell division (Yamashita et al., 2007). These observations suggest that cells have mechanisms to sense and control
their size according to their circumstances.
Cell size mutants were first isolated in yeast (Fantes and
Nurse, 1977; Johnston et al., 1977; Nurse, 2000). Systematic
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generation of deletion mutants has since identified hundreds of
genes that influence cell size in this organism (Jorgensen et al.,
2002; Zhang et al., 2002). Analogous systematic screens performed in Drosophila using dsRNA targeting (Björklund et al.,
2006; Guertin et al., 2006) revealed the unexpected importance
in cell size control of the mechanistic target of rapamycin
(mTOR) signaling pathway (Cook and Tyers, 2007). mTOR is a
serine/threonine kinase known to play a critical role in cell proliferation (Laplante and Sabatini, 2012; Loewith and Hall, 2011).
Growth-regulating signals converge on this kinase, which then
directs downstream signaling through either mTOR complex 1
(mTORC1) or mTORC2.
Two mTORC1 substrates, namely S6 kinase 1 and S6 kinase 2
(S6K1 and S6K2), as well as three eIF4E-binding proteins (4EBP1, 4E-BP2, and 4E-BP3), regulate translation initiation (Ma
and Blenis, 2009; Magnuson et al., 2012). In contrast, mTORC2
phosphorylates various AGC kinases, including Akt, SGK1, and
PKCa, that regulate cell survival and anabolism (Oh and Jacinto,
2011). Interestingly, cells in which mTOR activity is inhibited by
rapamycin (RAP) show a substantial reduction in cell size (Fingar
et al., 2002). We took advantage of this phenomenon to design a
genetic system to pinpoint genes that could counteract the
effects of RAP on cell size. We have identified PRR16/Largen
as a novel regulator of cell size that stimulates translation programs and mitochondrial activity. Importantly, Largen acts independently of the two known cell growth regulatory pathways
mediated by mTOR and Hippo.
RESULTS
Genetic Screen to Identify Genes Controlling Cell Size
We tested various cell lines in pilot studies to confirm that RAP
could reduce their size. We chose Jurkat cells for our screen,
because this cell line showed little variation in cell size distribution
under normal conditions and demonstrated a consistent 8%–
12% size reduction when treated with RAP (Figure S1A available
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online). We then combined RAP treatment with a novel genetic
switch capable of randomly activating any gene in a mammalian
genome and looked for genes altering cell size. Our protocol consisted of the following four stages (Figure 1A): (1) mutagenesis of
Jurkat cells using the enhanced retroviral mutagen (ERM) system
(Liu and Songyang, 2008), (2) treatment of the mutagenized cells
with RAP to shrink their size, (3) passage of the RAP-treated
mutagenized cells through a fluorescence-activated cell sorter
(FACS) to recover a ‘‘large cell’’ population as defined by forward
scattering (FSC), and (4) identification of size-controlling genes in
single cell clones by RT-PCR and BLAST searching. We hypothesized that if the overexpression of a particular gene was sufficient to overcome the effects of RAP, these mutant cells should
stay large even in the presence of RAP and thus might be isolated
simply by sorting for the largest cells.
When the ERM provirus is integrated in the host cell genome,
the hemagglutinin (HA) tag is transcribed by the tetracycline
(Tet)-responsive promoter within the provirus under the control
of the Tet-sensitive transactivator tTA. Due to a consensus
splicing donor sequence positioned after the HA tag, this short
segment forms chimeric transcripts with downstream exons of
the endogenous gene where the provirus is inserted. As a result,
the chimeric transcripts are constitutively overexpressed in the
host cell but can be shut off by the tetracycline derivative doxy-

Figure 1. A Genetic Screen for Genes Controlling Mammalian Cell Size
(A) Flow chart of the genetic screen. Please see
Experimental Procedures for details.
(B) Cell size distribution of control unsorted cells
and three single clones (1C2, 3B3, and 2D10) obtained by limiting dilution. Results are representative of greater than three trials. Inset numbers are
the mean forward scatter (FSC) value for each
group.
(C) RT-PCR of the indicated mRNAs in the indicated clones and parental Jurkat cells (ctrl) after
culture with (+) or without () DOX for 2 days.
GAPDH, loading control.
(D) qRT-PCR analysis of Prr16 mRNA expression in Jurkat and 2D10 cells with (+) or without
() DOX.
(E) Cell volumes of Jurkat and Prr16-overexpressing clones 3B3 and 2D10 cultured with/
without RAP and/or DOX. Values are the mean cell
volume in pl ±SD as determined by three independent measurements. For (D) and (E), *p<0.05
and **p<0.001; N.S. indicates not significant. See
also Figure S1 and Table S1.

cycline (DOX). In some cases, recruitment
of tTA to the provirus integration site
fortuitously activates transcription from
the intrinsic promoter, which is also
controllable by DOX. We infected stable
tTA-expressing Jurkat cells with ERM
virus, applied puromycin to select virusinfected cells, and added 20 nM RAP for
2 days. The top 1%–2% largest cells
were collected by FACS and cultured as
a pool. This cycle was repeated three times to concentrate
‘‘stay-large’’ mutants (Figure S1B). Importantly, this phenotype
was reversed by DOX treatment (Figure S1C). Thus, our genetic
screen successfully enriched for ‘‘large cell’’ mutants whose
phenotype depended on the overexpression of a gene induced
by ERM integration.
When we isolated single-cell clones from the mutant pools by
limiting dilution, we found that some showed less reduction in
cell size upon RAP treatment than controls and that all revealed
more RAP sensitivity upon DOX treatment (Figure S1D). We
selected several clones that ‘‘stayed large’’ in the presence of
RAP and mapped their ERM integration sites using RT-PCR
(Table S1). The most frequently identified locus of integration
was 8q24.21, the region between c-myc and gasdermin-C, but
no significant transcriptional activation of either of these genes
was observed (data not shown). Other clones, such as clone
1C2, showed an increase in cell size that did not change with
RAP and did not depend on DOX (Figure 1B). Although
C1orf186 was strongly expressed in untreated clone 1C2, the induction of this gene was poorly suppressed by DOX (Figure 1C).
In contrast, clones 2D10 and 3B3 showed a marginal reduction
in cell size with RAP but became more sensitive to RAP after
DOX treatment (Figure 1B). In these two clones, the ERM was integrated at 5q23.1 between the mitochondrial ferritin gene and a
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Figure 2. PRR16/Largen Increases Cell Size
(A) Cell size distribution of Jurkat cells stably overexpressing GFP or GFPPRR16/Largen with/without RAP. The mean FSC value for each group is
indicated.
(B) Cell size distribution of Jurkat cells transiently transfected with siRNA
against PRR16/Largen or nontargeting siControl. Analysis was performed as
in (A). For (A) and (B), results are representative of greater than three trials. See
also Figures S2 and S3.

gene called ‘‘proline-rich protein 16’’ (PRR16). The only transcript overexpressed in both 2D10 and 3B3 cells contained
sequences derived from PRR16, and the expression of this transcript was readily reverted by DOX (Figures 1C and 1D). Determination of the mean volumes of 3B3 and 2D10 cells confirmed that
they were already larger than parental Jurkat cells in the absence
of RAP (Figures 1E and S1E). RAP induced a small reduction in
cell volume in these two clones that was enhanced by DOX
treatment (Figure 1E). These results suggested that the protein
product of the PRR16 gene overexpressed in these clones was
a potential regulator of mammalian cell size.
PRR16/Largen Controls Mammalian Cell Size
To confirm our screening results, we stably overexpressed the
human PRR16 gene as a GFP fusion protein in Jurkat cells and
906 Molecular Cell 53, 904–915, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.

treated them (or not) with RAP. Overexpression of the GFP fusion
protein (Figure S2A) increased Jurkat cell size compared to control cells overexpressing GFP only (Figure 2A). While RAP
reduced the size of both GFP- and GFP-PRR16-overexpressing
cells, the latter were still larger than the former (Figure 2A). However, the size reductions induced by RAP in both types of cells
were similar in range (11%–12%), suggesting that the cell size increase induced by PRR16 overexpression operates in parallel to
mTOR signaling. The ability of the PRR16 gene product to increase cell size was also demonstrated in HeLa and 293T cells
transiently expressing a Myc-tagged version of the protein (Figure S2B) and in 293T cells stably transformed with Myc-tagged
PRR16 (Figure S2C). Conversely, when PRR16 expression was
knocked down by siRNA (Figure S2D) in Jurkat, HeLa, and
293T cells, cell size was decreased as compared to control
siRNA-treated cells (Figures 2B, S2E, and S2F). PRR16 knockdown also resulted in a modest increase in cells positive for
Annexin V-propidium iodide staining (Figure S2G), indicating
that this gene contributes to cell viability. Sequence analysis
showed that PRR16 encodes an evolutionarily conserved 304
amino acid protein with high (15.8%) proline content (Figure S3).
No other structural features or physiological functions of this
protein have been reported to date. Because overexpression
of the PRR16 gene rendered cells large, we called its protein
product ‘‘Largen.’’
Largen Acts Independently of mTOR and Hippo
Because we used RAP for our screen, and Largen-overexpressing (O/E) cells were still larger than controls in the presence of
RAP, we initially speculated that Largen might modulate mTOR
signaling. However, neither the quantity nor phosphorylation status of any mTOR signaling component was affected in 2D10 cells
(Figure S4A). We next investigated the potential interaction of
Largen with mTOR complexes using coimmunoprecipitation.
Myc-tagged PRAS40 was used as a control, because PRAS40
is known to bind to mTORC1 (Fonseca et al., 2007; Sancak
et al., 2007; Vander Haar et al., 2007). We found that MycPRAS40 coimmunoprecipitated with mTOR and Raptor but not
with Rictor (Figure 3A), consistent with previous reports (Fonseca et al., 2007; Sancak et al., 2007; Vander Haar et al.,
2007). Neither Raptor nor Rictor bound to Largen, confirming
that Largen is not a component of mTOR complexes.
The Hippo pathway is also a key regulator of cell growth (Harvey et al., 2013), which prompted us to investigate whether the
effects of Largen on cell size were mediated by Hippo. However,
no significant interaction of Largen with any Hippo signaling
pathway component examined was observed (Figure S4B).
Collectively, these results indicate that the effects of Largen on
cell size are largely independent of both the mTOR and Hippo
pathways.
Largen Affects mRNA Translation
We noticed that the protein concentrations of 2D10 cell lysates
were always much higher than controls (Figure 3B), implying
that Largen might regulate mRNA translation. We therefore
compared the rate of incorporation of [35S]-methionine (35SMet) into total protein in 2D10 and Jurkat cells. RAP treatment
reduced 35S-Met incorporation in Jurkat cells by 40%, and
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DOX treatment did not significantly alter this tendency (Figure 3C). Untreated 2D10 cells showed a 1.8-fold higher translation rate than Jurkat cells, and this rate was reduced to the
same extent by RAP. DOX treatment alone reduced the translation rate in 2D10 cells by 20%, whereas a combination of DOX
and RAP drastically decreased this rate. We also examined
translation rates in Largen-O/E or Largen knockdown 293T
and HeLa cells. In both cell lines, Largen overexpression
enhanced 35S-Met incorporation, whereas Largen knockdown
modestly but reproducibly reduced it (Figure 3D). Taken
together, these results suggest that Largen regulates translation
in an mTOR-independent manner.
We confirmed the above observations by an alternative
assay that used a reporter plasmid to measure the efficiency
of mRNA translation (Ueda et al., 2004). The firefly (FF) luciferase activity directed by this plasmid reflects the translation
rate after normalization to the mRNA level of the FF reporter
gene. We found that Largen-O/E 293T cells exhibited greater
FF luciferase activity than controls (Figure 3E), whereas
Largen-knockdown 293T cells showed reduced FF luciferase
activity (Figure 3F). RAP decreased FF luciferase activity in control 293T cells (Figure 3G), consistent with the previous observation that RAP inhibits cap-dependent translation (Beretta
et al., 1996). In our Largen-O/E 293T cells, RAP again reduced
FF luciferase activity, but it was still higher than that in the control cells (Figure 3G). Thus, Largen appears to exert a positive
effect on mRNA translation that occurs in an mTOR-independent manner and allows cells to compensate for a RAP-induced
reduction in cell size.
To assess how Largen affects mRNA translation, we asked if
Largen interacts with translation initiation factors. Lysates of
293T cells stably transformed by a Myc-tagged Largen-O/E
plasmid or control empty vector were incubated with anti-Myc
antibody beads (Figure 3A). Among several translation initiation
proteins tested, only minute amounts of eIF4A, eIF4B, and
eIF4E were detected in Largen immunoprecipitates. This result
suggests that Largen affects mRNA translation via a mechanism
that does not require direct interaction with translation initiation
factors (see Discussion).
Largen Enhances the Translation of Specific Subsets
of mRNAs
We next investigated the effects of Largen overexpression on
the translatome, the genome-wide pool of actively translated
mRNAs (Greenbaum et al., 2001). We isolated light (L; one to
three ribosomes) and heavy (H; four and more ribosomes) polysomes from control and Largen-O/E cells by centrifugation in
sucrose density gradients (Figure S5A). We first determined the
relative abundance of individual mRNAs in H versus L polysome
fractions by microarray and calculated the H:L ratio in control
and Largen-O/E cells. Typically, an mRNA with a higher H:L ratio
is loaded onto more ribosomes and is thus translated more efficiently than an mRNA exhibiting a lower H:L ratio (Warner et al.,
1963). When we analyzed mRNAs with a high H:L ratio in control
and Largen-O/E cells, we found that 251 genes were selectively
upregulated in Largen-O/E cells at a threshold H:L ratio of >3.5fold (Table S2). Of these 251 transcripts, 34 corresponded to
histone clusters and 25 encoded mitochondrial proteins (Fig-

ures 4A and S5B; Table S2). Enrichment of the mRNAs for
histone H3A (HIST2H3A), mitochondrial ribosome protein L49
(MRPL49), and NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein
5 (NDUFS5) in the heavy polysome fractions of Largen-O/E cells
was confirmed by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) (Figure 4B). In contrast, the distribution of mRNAs with a low H:L
ratio (<2.0), such as that for the housekeeping gene a-tubulin,
was comparable in control and Largen-O/E cells. Interestingly,
although the polysomal profiles of control and Largen-O/E cells
were almost identical under standard culture conditions, RAP
induced Largen-O/E cells to accumulate more heavy polysomes
than control cells (Figure S5C). Consistent with this observation,
the HIST2H3A, MRPL49, and NDUFS5 mRNAs shifted to lighter
polysome fractions or were released from ribosomes in RAPtreated control cells but remained in heavy polysome fractions
in RAP-treated Largen-O/E cells (Figure 4B). Immunoblotting
confirmed that concentrations of the MRPL49 and NDUFS5
polypeptides, as well as the related proteins MRPL3 and
NDUFA8, were increased by Largen overexpression (Figures
4C and S5D). The enhanced translation of these mRNAs encoding mitochondrial proteins was even more obvious when mitochondrial extracts were examined (Figure S5E).
Largen Increases Mitochondrial Mass and Respiration
The observation that a set of mitochondrial proteins was specifically increased in 2D10 cells prompted us to investigate the
quality and quantity of mitochondria in Largen-O/E cells. We
transformed 293T cells with either a Myc-tagged Largen-IRESEGFP plasmid or a control IRES-EGFP vector. We found that
two independent lines of GFP+ Largen-O/E 293T cells stained
more brightly with Mitotracker, a mitochondrion-specific dye,
than did the GFP+ control cell line (Figure 5A), a finding confirmed
semiquantitatively by flow cytometry (Figure 5B). In addition,
when we used Mitotracker-Green to measure mitochondrial
mass in 2D10 cells, these mutants stained more intensely than
parental Jurkat cells (Figure 5C). The ratio of mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) to nuclear DNA (ncDNA) was also increased in
2D10 cells (Figure 5D), as was mitochondrial respiration as determined by the oxygen consumption rate (Figure 5E). Consistent
with these findings, 2D10 cells produced more ATP than controls
(Figure 5F), as did untreated Largen-O/E 293T cells (Figure 5G).
Interestingly, the RAP-induced reduction of ATP production in
control 293T cells was attenuated by Largen overexpression
(Figure 5G). Collectively, these observations indicate that Largen
overexpression increases both mitochondrial mass and activity.
Mitochondrial Respiration Is Linked to Cell Size Control
The data presented above suggested that mitochondrial
respiration, ATP production, and cell size regulation are connected. To investigate this hypothesis, we measured cell size
changes in the presence of the respiratory inhibitor carbonyl
cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone (FCCP), which
chemically uncouples electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation. Cells in which mitochondrial activity is upregulated
are partially resistant to FCCP (Strohecker et al., 2013; Szabo
et al., 2013). We found that FCCP treatment of Jurkat cells
reduced their cell size (Figure 6A) in a manner that was not
affected by DOX (Figure 6B). In contrast, DOX-treated 2D10
Molecular Cell 53, 904–915, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 907
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Figure 3. Largen Promotes mRNA Translation
(A) Coimmunoprecipitation assay using anti-Myc Ab-conjugated beads and lysates of 293T cells stably transformed with empty vector (Vector), or with plasmids
expressing Myc-tagged Largen (myc-LARGEN) or Myc-tagged PRAS40 (myc-PRAS40). Proteins in the input (left), or eluted from the beads using Myc peptides
(right), are shown for each lysate. b-actin, loading control.
(B) Relative total protein concentrations in lysates of equal numbers of parental Jurkat and 2D10 cells cultured with/without RAP and/or DOX. Results are the
mean ±SD of values normalized to untreated Jurkat controls (n = 4).
(C) [35S]-methionine incorporation into total protein per unit time measured in Jurkat and 2D10 cells cultured with/without RAP and/or DOX. Data were normalized
to values for controls without RAP and DOX and are the mean relative translation rate ±SD (n = 3) expressed in arbitrary units (AU).
(D) [35S]-methionine incorporation into total protein per unit time measured in control cells (), Largen-knockdown cells (k.d.), and Largen-overexpressing cells
(O/E). Results for 293T and HeLa cells are presented. Data were normalized to values for control siRNA k.d. cells or control vector transfectants and are expressed
as in (C) (n = 3 to 4).
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 4. Largen Enhances the Translation
of a Specific Subset of mRNAs

A

(A) List of mRNAs encoding mitochondrial proteins
that were enriched in heavy polysome fractions of
Largen-O/E cells.
(B) qRT-PCR analysis of the indicated transcripts
in the indicated polysome fractions of control and
Largen-O/E cells with/without RAP. Results are
the mean mRNA level (n = 3) in each fraction
relative to the level in the corresponding input of
the control without RAP.
(C) Immunoblot of the indicated mitochondrial
proteins in lysates of control or Largen-O/E cells
with/without RAP. Results are representative of
greater than three trials. See also Figure S5 and
Table S2.

B
C

cells, in which Largen overexpression was shut off, showed a
greater degree of cell size reduction in response to FCCP
than 2D10 cells that were not treated with DOX (Figure 6B).
These data indicate that the enhanced mitochondrial activity
induced by Largen overexpression can attenuate FCCP-dependent cell size reduction and support our tenet that mitochondrial activity plays an important role in mammalian cell size
regulation.
Largen Overexpression Increases Cell Size In Vivo
To investigate the effects of Largen overexpression in vivo, we
created Largen transgenic (Tg) mice. However, systemic overexpression of this protein was early embryonic lethal in the C57Bl/6
background (data not shown). We therefore used the Cre recom-

binase-loxP system to generate conditional Largen-Tg mice. We crossed these
mutants to Tg strains expressing Cre under the control of the albumin promoter
(Postic and Magnuson, 2000), or the muscle creatine kinase promoter (Wang et al.,
1999), to generate progeny with liver-specific Largen expression (Largen-AlbCre
mice) or heart- and muscle-specific
Largen expression (Largen-CkmmCre
mice), respectively. Largen-AlbCre and
Largen-CkmmCre mice were born at the
expected Mendelian ratio and grew normally (data not shown). Liver-specific
Largen overexpression increased the
average size of hepatocytes in LargenAlbCre mice compared to littermate controls (Figures 7A and 7B), and Largen-O/E
hepatocytes showed a higher mtDNA
copy number (Figure 7C). Interestingly,
despite the increase in hepatocyte size,
the ratio of liver weight to body weight was normal in LargenAlbCre mice (Figure 7D), as was the ratio of heart weight to
body weight in Largen-CkmmCre mice (data not shown). However, when the mean cross-sectional area of cardiomyocytes
in control and Largen-CkmmCre mice was compared, the
average size of cardiomyocytes was significantly increased in
Largen-CkmmCre mice (Figures 7E and 7F). Taken together,
these results establish that Largen influences mammalian cell
size not only in cell cultures but also in whole animals.
DISCUSSION
We report here the identification of a novel protein Largen,
encoded by the PRR16 gene, as a regulator of mammalian cell

(E) Luciferase reporter analysis of mRNA translation in control () and Largen-O/E (+) 293T cells. Results are the mean absolute luciferase activity ±SD (n = 3)
expressed in AU.
(F) Translation luciferase reporter assay of HeLa cells transfected with siControl or siLargen. Data were analyzed as in (E).
(G) Translation luciferase reporter assay of control or Largen-O/E 293T cells with/without RAP. Data were analyzed as in (E). For (B)–(G), *p<0.05, **p<0.001, and
***p<0.0001. N.S. indicates not significant. See also Figure S4.
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Figure 5. Largen Increases Mitochondrial Mass and Respiration
(A) Confocal microscopy and DIC images of two independent clones of 293T cells overexpressing Largen plus EGFP (Largen1 and Largen2) and one control clone
expressing EGFP alone (Vector), which were stained with Mitotracker Red and DAPI. Scale bar show 10 mm.
(B) Flow cytometric measurement of mitochondrial mass in Mitotracker Red-stained control (Vector) and Largen-O/E 293T cells (Largen1 and Largen2).
(C) Flow cytometric measurement of mitochondrial mass in Mitotracker Green-stained control Jurkat and 2D10 cells with/without DOX. For (A) and (C), results are
representative of greater than three trials. For (B) and (C), inset numbers are the mean FSC values for each group.
(D) qRT-PCR determination of the relative copy number of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) compared to nuclear DNA in Jurkat and 2D10 cells with/without DOX.
Results are the mean ±SD of values normalized to the untreated control (n = 3).
(E) Oxygen consumption rates (OCR) in Jurkat and 2D10 cells with/without DOX as measured by a Seahorse analyzer. Results are the mean ±SD from three
independent trials, each involving multiple replicates.
(F) Measurement of intracellular ATP content in Jurkat and 2D10 cells with/without DOX.
(G) Measurement of intracellular ATP content in Largen-O/E 293T cells (Largen) or control 293T cells transformed with empty vector (Vector) and treated with/
without RAP. For (F) and (G), results are the mean ±SD (n = 3). For (D)–(G), *p<0.05 and **p<0.001.
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Figure 6. Mitochondrial Respiration Is Linked to Cell Size Regulation
(A) Cell size distribution of Jurkat cells incubated with DMSO (vehicle) or 2 mM
carbonyl cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone (FCCP). The median
FSC value for each group is indicated.
(B) Cell size distribution of Jurkat and 2D10 cells treated with 2 mM FCCP with/
without DOX. Analysis was performed as in (A). Results are representative of
greater than three trials.

size. Previous systematic genetic screens to elucidate mechanisms underlying cell size homeostasis have relied on loss-offunction phenotypes, a strategy that runs the risk of missing
genes that are essential not only for cell size regulation but
also for cell viability (Björklund et al., 2006; Guertin et al., 2006;
Jorgensen et al., 2002; Sims et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2002)
We have conducted a gain-of-function screen using the ERM
system (Liu and Songyang, 2008), which is a more sophisticated
approach and better suited for assessing an intricate genetic circuit like cell size regulation. Importantly, because our methodology was designed for mammalian cell cultures, we succeeded in
identifying Largen despite the fact that Largen orthologs do not
appear to exist in yeast, fly, or worm. Significantly, Largen is
highly conserved in vertebrates, including in zebrafish (Figure S3). The Largen C terminus shows less diversity than the
N terminus, and several splice variants encoding divergent

N-terminal regions can be found in human and mouse databases
(data not shown).
The PRR16 gene was initially described as encoding DSC54, a
mesenchymal stem cell marker protein (Barberi et al., 2005) that
is also expressed in human placental endothelial cells (Lang
et al., 2008). This gene was subsequently renamed in genomic
databases as ‘‘proline-rich protein 16’’ because of its relatively
high proline content (Figure S3). Protein-protein interaction
studies have identified the protein encoded by PRR16 as a binding partner for ubiquitin ligase Nedd4 in vitro (Persaud et al.,
2009) and for protein phosphatase-1a in vivo (Esteves et al.,
2012). However, because the physiological relevance of these
interactions is unclear, and our work has clearly demonstrated
that the PRR16 protein product increases cell size in vivo, we
believe we are justified in naming this protein ‘‘Largen.’’
It has long been known that cell size correlates with intracellular protein level (Bales et al., 1988; Crissman and Steinkamp,
1973). Accordingly, we found that Largen overexpression stimulated mRNA translation and resulted in protein accumulation
(Figures 3C–3G). Our polysomal profiling experiments demonstrated the unique effects of Largen on the translatome.
Largen-O/E cells contained 251 unique transcripts enriched
by >3.5-fold in heavy polysome fractions. About one-third of
these transcripts encoded histones, mitochondrial proteins, or
vesicular transport proteins (Figure S5B; Table S2). While
most histone mRNAs were from the H1 and H2 clusters, histone
H3 transcripts showed one of the highest fold-change values,
consistent with the accumulation of histone H3 proteins
in Largen-O/E cells (Figure 4B; data not shown). A recent
genome-wide characterization of mRNA translation has revealed
that the translation of histone mRNAs proceeds even when
mTOR is inhibited by the ATP-competitive inhibitor Torin-1
(Thoreen et al. 2012). Histone mRNAs have unusually short 50
untranslated regions (UTRs) and no poly(A) tails and use a
distinct mode of translation initiation that is not stimulated by
mTOR (Martin et al., 2011). Our identification of histone mRNA
enrichment in heavy polysomes of Largen-O/E cells may reflect
these observations and suggest that Largen may enhance
mRNA translation independently of mTOR.
The precise mechanism by which Largen regulates mRNA
translation remains elusive. We have demonstrated that the
effects of Largen on mRNA translation are not likely to be mediated via its direct interaction with translation initiation factors or
by effects on the assembly of the eIF4F complex (Figure 3A; data
not shown). Considering that mTOR is a major regulator of eIF4F
complex assembly (Roux and Topisirovic, 2012), our findings
further strengthen our model in which Largen regulates translation independently of mTOR. It remains to be determined
whether Largen affects translational programs by indirectly
modulating rate-limiting translation initiation factors whose function is largely independent of mTOR (e.g. eIF2) or by stimulating
elongation or other translation-related processes such as ribosome biogenesis.
Transcripts encoding 25 mitochondrial proteins were also enriched in heavy polysome fractions of Largen-O/E cells. These
proteins are involved in mitochondrial respiration, transcription
or translation, or protein transport or folding (Figure 4A). However, only some of the protein components necessary for these
Molecular Cell 53, 904–915, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 911
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Figure 7. Largen Increases Cell Size In vivo
(A) Two independent immunohistochemical analyses (#1 and #2) of liver cross-sections from control and Largen-AlbCre littermates (n = 5/group). Sections were
stained with anti-cadherin Ab (brown) and haematoxylin (blue; nuclei). Scale bar shows 50 mm.
(B) Cell size of hepatocytes in (A) as measured by Image-J. Results are the mean area ±SD of 20 hepatocytes from 10 photographs of control and Largen-AlbCre
mice (n = 5/group) per analysis (#1 and #2).
(C) Copy number of mtDNA relative to nuclear DNA in hepatocytes of control and Largen-AlbCre mice determined as in Figure 5D. Results are the mean ±SD (n = 3).
(D) Liver (L) and body (B) weights of the mice in (A) were measured. Results are the mean L:B ratio ±SD expressed as a percentage (n = 6).
(E) Immunofluorescent microscopy of representative heart cross-sections from control and Largen-CkmmCre littermates (n = 3/group). Sections were stained
with Alexa-Fluor-488-conjugated anti-WGA Ab. Scale bar indicates 50 mm.
(F) Cell size of cardiomycytes in (E) as measured by Image-J. Results are the mean area ±SD of ten cardiomyocytes from two photographs of control and LargenCkmmCre mice (n = 2/group).
(G) Proposed model for cell size control by Largen. Please see Discussion for details. See also Figure S6.

processes were elevated in Largen-O/E cells, and these to a
variable extent. In addition, some protein components whose
mRNAs were not enriched in heavy polysomes of Largen-O/E
cells also showed upregulated translation (cf. ATP5G2, Figure S5E). These results suggest that the elevation of only a few
proteins involved in a mitochondrial process or pathway is suffi912 Molecular Cell 53, 904–915, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.

cient to enhance the stability and/or reduce the degradation of
other components, leading to an overall increase in both the
quality and quantity of mitochondria (Figures 5A–5E). Consistent
with this observation, ATP production was increased in LargenO/E cells (Figures 5F and 5G). Although RAP inhibited ATP
production both in control and Largen-O/E cells, the latter still
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produced more ATP than untreated controls. This enhanced ATP
production may partially explain why RAP-treated Largen-O/E
cells are able to maintain their large size.
How does Largen upregulate the translation of a specific set of
genes? In Drosophila subjected to dietary restriction, certain
nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes that showed increased
translation had a shorter and less structured 50 UTR (Zid et al.,
2009). So far, we have not found a common genetic signature
among our Largen-controlled mammalian transcripts (data not
shown). Coupled with the fact that no obvious Largen orthologs
have been identified in yeast or fly, this finding indicates that a
more complicated regulatory mechanism may be responsible
for Largen-dependent enhancement of mammalian mRNA
translation. Like Largen, the mTOR pathway regulates the translation of a subset of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins
(Morita et al., 2013). However, there is no significant overlap
among mitochondrial proteins that are synthesized in an
mTOR- versus Largen-dependent manner. These findings
further corroborate the notion that Largen regulates translation
of mitochondria-related mRNAs independently of mTORC1
and that translational control of mitochondrial energy production
plays a major role in the regulation of cell growth in mammals.
Our in vitro findings demonstrating that Largen controls cell
size were recapitulated in vivo in our tissue-specific Largen-Tg
mice. Hepatocytes were larger in size in Largen-O/E liver (Figures 7A and 7B). However, the liver:body weight ratio in these
mutants was normal (Figure 7D), suggesting that cell size is not
a critical determinant of organ size. Several genes in the PI3KmTOR signaling pathway enhance organ size upon tissuespecific overexpression (Malstrom et al., 2001; Sengupta et al.,
2010; Shioi et al., 2000, 2002; Tuttle et al., 2001). Constitutively
active PI3K in mouse heart increased both the number and
size of cardiomyocytes, expanding overall heart size (Shioi
et al., 2000). In contrast, constitutively active Akt in mouse heart
increased heart weight due to an effect on cell size but not on cell
number (Shioi et al., 2002). Overexpression of an alternative
constitutively active form of Akt in mouse pancreas increased
both the size and number of pancreatic b cells (Tuttle et al.,
2001). However, overexpression of this same mutant Akt in
thymus increased thymus size but decreased thymocyte
numbers such that the thymus weight was normal (Malstrom
et al., 2001). Thus, the determination of organ size depends on
the tissue context and requires additional factors beyond those
exerting cell-autonomous effects (Conlon and Raff, 1999; Yang
and Xu, 2011). A candidate may be the Hippo signaling pathway,
which coordinates apoptosis and proliferation and so may be
mechanistically important for overall organ size determination
(Tumaneng et al., 2012).
Our study has identified PRR16/Largen as a gene controlling
mammalian cell size independently of mTOR and Hippo, which
are the two major regulators of cell size known to date. It is noteworthy to mention that we have observed that Largen-O/E cells
grow more slowly than control cells but show no significant differences in cell-cycle progression or rate of intracellular protein
degradation (Figure S6). These findings are in line with previous
reports establishing that cell size and proliferation can be uncoupled (Dowling et al., 2010; Urbani et al., 1995). Although the
molecular details of how Largen controls these phenomena

remain to be determined, these observations and our findings
presented above suggest a model for the control of mammalian
cell size (Figure 7G). Mitochondria produce ATP for use during
mRNA translation, the most energy-consuming process within
a cell (Rolfe and Brown, 1997). Translation generates the proteins needed for a cell’s architectural and metabolic activities,
including mitochondrial respiration. Largen may normally ensure
the smooth operation of translation such that Largen overexpression accelerates a positive feedback loop, leading to an
increase in total cell mass. Additional tissue-specific gene targeting in mice is under way to elucidate the position of Largen
in the molecular pathway underlying this feedback loop.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
ERM and Genetic Screening
Production and infection of ERM retrovirus was as described (Swift et al.,
1999). Jurkat T cells (2.4 3 107) were infected with ERM virus, selected in
2 mg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich), and treated with 20 nM rapamycin (Cell
Signaling Technology) for 2 days prior to FACS and collection of the top
1%–2% largest cells. Large cells were expanded in number and passed
through the RAP treatment and sorting cycle three more times. Single cell
clones were isolated by limiting dilution. Sizes of individual cells were
measured by flow cytometry after culture under normal conditions or after
RAP treatment with or without 1 mg/ml DOX (BD Biosciences).
Total RNA prepared from each single cell clone was converted to first strand
cDNA using the ProSTAR Ultra HF RT-PCR System (Stratagene) and the RT-1
primer. Using the first strand cDNA as a template, HA-tagged transcript-specific PCR was performed using an HA-specific primer and the RT-0 primer.
Amplified PCR products were subcloned into the pCR2.1TOPO vector
(Invitrogen). Recombinant plasmids were isolated from five to ten independent
E. coli transformants, and the inserts were verified by sequencing. The most
frequent sequence was taken as representing the gene for each clone and
was subjected to a genomic BLAST search to identify the locus. The primers
used for RT-PCR are listed in Table S3.
Cell Size Determinations
For cell size determination by standard flow cytometry, exponentially growing
cells were applied to a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences), and data were analyzed
with CellQuest Pro version 5.2 software (BD Biosciences). The mean FSC
value was used as an estimate of overall cell size. Cell volumes were also
measured using a Moxi Z automated cell counter (ORFLO Technologies).
For each test, >1,000 individual cells were passed through an electric current,
and the results recorded and presented in histogram format. Cell volume
values were calculated as the mean of cell volumes measured in three independent experiments.
35
S-Met Incorporation
Cells were seeded at 1 3 105/well in 12-well plates and cultured overnight prior
to transfection with plasmids or siRNA as described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. At 2 days posttransfection, cells were washed twice
with methionine-free a-MEM supplemented with 10% dialysed FBS (labeling
medium) and incubated in 900 ml labeling medium for 45 min at 37 C in 5%
CO2. Fresh labeling medium (100 ml) containing 0.2 ml 35S-Met (>1,000 Ci
(37.0TBq)/mmol; Perkin Elmer) was added to each well, and incubation
continued for 30 min. Labeled cells were washed twice with PBS(), and protein lysates were prepared from 1 3 105 cells. Radioactivity in whole lysates
was determined using a scintillator counter, and values were normalized to
total protein and cell number. These values were expressed relative to the
value for untreated control cells. Relative normalized values from three independent experiments were then combined.

Translation Reporter Assay
Cells were transfected as above with the reporter plasmid pEF-FFL-IRES-fSPL
(Ueda et al., 2004), together with Largen-O/E constructs or siRNA. Luciferase
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activities were measured at 48 hr posttransfection using the Dual Luciferase
Reporter Assay System (Promega). Levels of mRNAs of the luciferase reporter
genes relative to 18S RNA were determined by qRT-PCR and used for normalization of luciferase activities.
Mitochondrial Analyses
All mitochondrial analyses, including purification of these organelles and measurements of their mass, oxygen consumption rate, and ATP production, are
described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Table S4.
Mice
To generate Largen Tg mice, a mouse Largen cDNA was inserted into the
pCCALL2-IRES-EGFP vector (Novak et al., 2000). The linearized plasmid
was injected into fertilized (C57Bl/6 X SJL) F2 hybrid mouse eggs, and two
founder animals were obtained. Tissue-specific Cre-Tg lines were obtained
from The Jackson Laboratory. Mating procedures, animal care, and experiments involving age-matched littermates were performed in accordance
with approved institutional animal use protocols of the University Health
Network.
Statistical Analyses
Where appropriate, data are presented as the mean ±SD. Significant differences between groups were determined via unpaired two-way or one-way
Student’s t test.
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